ELECTRICAL SYMBOLS - POWER PLAN

- MOTOR, SINGLE-PHASE
- MOTOR, THREE-PHASE
- TRANSFORMER, PLAN
- WYE CONNECTION
- DUCT, CELL FLOOR HEADER
- DUCT, TROLLEY
- DUCT, UNDERFLOOR JUNCTION BOX
- EARTH GROUND
- JUNCTION BOX
- LADDER CABLE TRAY
- BRANCH CIRCUIT HOMERUN. LINES INDICATE NUMBER OF CIRCUIT NEUTRAL, AND SWITCH LEG CONDUCTORS. ONE SEPARATE GROUNDING CONDUCTOR SHALL BE PROVIDED FOR EACH HOMERUN SHOWN
- PULL BOX
- WIREWAY
- SUBSTATION
- HI VOLTAGE SWITCH ON CONCRETE PAD
- LOW VOLTAGE SWITCH ON CONCRETE PAD
- BUSWAY
- PUSH BUTTON
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